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Abstract. I describe an algorithm for retrieving geophysical parameters over the ocean from

special sensor microwave / imager (SSM/I) observations. This algorithm is based on a model

for the brightness temperature Ts of the ocean and intervening atmosphere. The retrieved pa-

rameters are the near-surface wind speed W, the columnar water vapor V, the columnar cloud

liquid water L, and the line-of-sight wind W_. I restrict my analysis to ocean scenes free of

rain, and when the algorithm detects rain, the retrievals are discarded. The model and algo-

rithm are precisely calibrated using a very large in situ database containing 37,650 SSM/I

overpasses of buoys and 35,108 overpasses of radiosonde sites. A detailed error analysis in-

dicates that the TB model rms accuracy is between 0.5 and 1 K and that the rms retrieval accu-

racies for wind, vapor, and cloud are 0.9 ms 1, 1.2 mm, and 0.025 mm, respectively. The er-

ror in specifying the cloud temperature will introduce an additional 10% error in the cloud

water retrieval. The spatial resolution for these accuracies is 50 km. The systematic errors in

the retrievals are smaller than the rms errors, being about 0.3 ms l, 0.6 mm, and 0.005 mm

for W V, and L, respectively. The one exception is the systematic error in wind speed of -1.0

ms that occurs for observations within +20 ° of upwind. The inclusion of the line-of-sight

wind WLS in the retrieval significantly reduces the error in wind speed due to wind direction

variations. The wind error for upwind observations is reduced from -3.0 to -1.0 ms 4. Fi-

nally, I find a small signal in the 19-GHz, horizontal polarization (hpol) TB residual ATsn that

is related to the effective air pressure of the water vapor profile. This information may be of

some use in specifying the vertical distribution of water vapor.

1. Introduction

With the advent of well-calibrated satellite microwave ra-

diometers, it is now possible to obtain long time series of

geophysical parameters that are important for studying the

global hydrologic cycle and the Earth's radiation budget.
Over the world's oceans these radiometers have the capability

to simultaneously measure profiles of air temperature and the

three phases of atmospheric water (vapor, liquid, and ice). In

addition, surface parameters such as the near-surface wind

speed, the sea-surface temperature, and sea ice type and con-
centration can be retrieved. A wide variety of hydrological

and radiative processes can be studied with these measure-

ments, including air-sea and air-ice interactions (i.e., the la-

tent and sensible heat fluxes, freshwater flux, and surface

stress) and the effect of clouds on radiative fluxes. The mi-

crowave radiometer is truly a unique and valuable tool for

studying our planet.

In this paper I focus on the problem of retrieving geophysi-

cal parameters over the world's oceans from the observations

taken by the special sensor microwave imager (SSM/I)

[Hollinger et al., 1987]. The SSM/I is flown by the Defense

Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) on two operational

polar orbiting platforms. The first in the series of seven

SSM/I's was launched in June 1987, and the SSMfl series will
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probably continue through about the year 2000, at which time

it will be replaced by a combined imager/sounder called

SSM/IS. Thus there is the opportunity to obtain a 13-year

global time series of geophysical products, which can then be

further extended with the SSM/IS observations.

The SSM/I operates at the following four frequencies:

19.35, 22.235, 37, and 85.5 GHz. With these channels it is

possible to retrieve three important geophysical parameters

over the ocean: near-surface wind speed W (meters per sec-

ond), columnar water vapor V (millimeters), and coJi]mnar

cloud liquid water L (millimeters). Rainfall can also be in-

ferred, but in this paper I restrict my investigation to ocean

scenes free of rain. In the absence of rain there is a relatively

simple and unique relationship between the ocean brightness

temperature TB measured by SSM/I and W, V, and L. The oc-

currence of rain adds considerable complexity to the problem

that, for now, I want to avoid.

Potentially, W, V, and L can be retrieved to a high degree

of accuracy because of the unique relationship between TB

and (W,V,L). This relationship is given by the radiative trans-

fer equation (RTE) for a nonraining atmosphere bounded at

the bottom by a rough sea surface. It has been shown that this

RTE can be approximated by a relatively simple closed-form

expression (i.e., no integrals), which is called the Ts model

function [Wentz, 1983]. The retrieval of (W,V,L) is accom-

plished by varying these parameters until the TB model func-

tion matches the SSM/I observations. Thus the accuracy of

(W,V,L) depends on the accuracy of the TB model. In order to

obtain the highest possible retrieval accuracies, the TB model

must include the effects of all the relevant parameters in the

RTE and the Ts model must be precisely calibrated. The
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complete parameterization of the TB model function and its

subsequent precision calibration are the subject of this paper.
The paper begins with a description of the SSM/I sensor

and observations. I then discuss the parameterization of the
Ta model. There are the three primary parameters, W, V, and
L, and four secondary parameters, sea-surface temperature Ts
(kelvins), effective atmospheric temperature Te (kelvins), ef-
fective atmospheric pressure P (millibars) of the water vapor
column, and wind direction @. The dependence of TB on these
secondary parameters is weak relative to the primary parame-
ters. However, these secondary dependencies are still signifi-
cant and must be taken into account. Section 3 discusses the

statistical relationships derived from climatology that are used
to specify Ts, and TE, and P.

Wind direction is too variable to be specified via climatol-
ogy, and hence I included it as a fourth retrieval parameter in
addition to W, V, and L. Wind direction enters the TB model
in terms of the line-of-sight wind component WLs, which is
the component of the wind vector along the SSM/I observa-
tion direction. The inclusion of WLs as a fourth retrieval has
two benefits..First, it reduces the retrieval error in the other

parameters (particularly W), and second, it provides new in-
formation on wind direction over the oceans.

The retrieval algorithm is discussed in section 4. For each
SSM/I pixel the algorithm finds the value for (W,V,L, Wts)
that, when substituted into the TB model, produces Te values

that equal the SSM/I observations at 19-GHz voo,, 22-GHz
vr,,_, 37-GHz Vr_,j, and 37-GHz h_,,v The TB model is quasi-
linear in terms of the four parameters, and hence the retrieval
involves solving four equations in four unknowns. The com-
plete formulation for the Ta model is given in section 5.

Sections 6 and 7 describe the very large buoy and radios-
onde data sets that are used to calibrate the model and re-

trieval algorithm. Global buoy and radiosonde observations
are collected for the 4-year period from 1987 through 1990.
There are 66 buoy sites and 55 radiosonde sites. These in situ
measurements are collocated with SSM/I overpasses. The
collocation procedure yields a total of 37,650 SSM/I over-
passes of buoys and 35,108 overpasses of radiosonde sites.

The derivation of the atmospheric coefficients in the TB
model is described in section 8. Theoretical brightness tem-
peratures are computed from the radiosonde observations us-

ing the complete integral formulation of the RTE. These
theoretical T8 values are used to calculate the atmospheric co-
efficients in the T8 model. The retrieval errors due to ap-
proximations in the atmospheric part of the Te model are de-
termined by doing simulations in which the RTE Ts values
serve as input to the retrieval algorithm. Section 8 also dis-

cusses the effect of air pressure variations on the retrievals.
The calibration of the Ts model (and hence the retrieval al-

gorithm) via an inverse modeling technique is discussed in
section 9. The calibration is done by varying the coefficients
in the TB model so that the W and V retrievals match buoy and
radiosonde observations. Furthermore, histograms of the L

retrievals are required to satisfy a number of statistical con-
straints. In all, the W, V, and L retrievals are required to meet
19 statistical conditions. This type of calibration is called in-
verse modeling because the derivation of the model's coeffi-
cients is based on the outputs of the model's inverse (i.e., the
retrieval algorithm).

Section 10 discusses the retrieval of W_ and the wind
speed error due to variations in wind direction. I conclude
with a complete error analysis. An error budget table shows

OCEAN ALGORITHM FOR SSM/I

how the TB modeling error, the radiometer noise, and the
SSM/I in situ spatial-temporal sampling error all contribute to
the total observed rms variation in the retrievals. On the basis

of this error analysis, I estimate the accuracy of the TB model
and the geophysical retrievals.

Via a competitive peer review, NASA has selected the al-
gorithm described herein for producing the scanning multi-
channel microwave radiometer (SMMR)-SSM/I Pathfinder
Data Set. This data set will be a 20-year time series of geo-
physical parameters, which will be broadly distributed to the
research community.

2. Description of the SSM/I

The analysis herein is based on the 1987-1990 observa-
tions of the first SSM/I that flew on the DMSP F08 spacecraft

[HoUinger et al., 1987]. The orbit for F08 spacecraft is near-
circular, Sun-synchronous, and near-polar, with an inclination
of 98.8 °. The altitude is 860 + 25 kin, and the orbital period
is 102 min. The variation in altitude is due to the eccentricity
of the orbit and the oblateness of the Earth. The local time

for the ascending equatorial crossing for F08 is 0615 LT.
The SSM/I sensor consists of seven separate total-power

radiometers sharing a common feedhom. These seven radi-

ometers take dual-polarization measurements at 19.35, 37.0,
and 85.5 GHz, and just a vertical-polarization measurement at
22.235 GHz. The SSM/I uses an offset parabolic reflector of
dimensions 61 by 66 cm to collect the microwave radiation.
The reflector focuses the radiation into the corrugated, broad-
band, seven-port feedhorn. The reflector and feedhorn spin as
a unit about the nadir axis. The rotation period is 1.9 s. A
cold-space reflector and a hot reference load are attached to
the spin axis and do not rotate. The rotating feedhorn ob-
serves the fixed cold reflector and hot load once each scan. In

this way, calibration observations are taken every scan.
Earth observations are taken during a 102.4 ° segment of

the rotation. The 102.4 ° arc is centered on the spacecraft
subtrack and corresponds to a 1400-km-wide swath on the
Earth's surface. The 1400-kin swath and the orbit inclination

of 98.8 ° provide complete coverage of the Earth in 2 to 3
days, except for two small circular sectors of 2.4 ° centered on
the north and south poles. The nadir angle for the Earth-
viewing reflector is 45% which results in an Earth incidence
angle of 53.4 ° + 0.25 °. The lower-frequency channels (19,
22, and 37 GHz) are sampled so that the pixel spacing is 25
km, and the 85-GHz channels are sampled at a 12.5-kin pixel
spacing.

The SSMfl measures the intensity of radiation coming from
the Earth-viewing reflector. The Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-
tion [Eisberg, 1961] expresses this intensity in terms of a
temperature, called the antenna temperature Ta. For SSM/I
the antenna temperature is approximated by

TAIp = GIpv Tsw + GteH Tsm + Gtpo Tsc (1)

where subscripts I and P denote the frequency and polariza-

tion, respectively, and Ts_v and Tern are the v_,,j and h_,,jEarth
brightness temperatures. TBc is the cosmic background radia-
tion equaling 2.7 K. The G factors are the antenna pattern co-
efficients that account for the antenna spillover and the cross-

polarization leakage. The derivation of approximation (1) and
the values for the G coefficients are given by Wentz [ 1991].

The antenna temperatures are averaged to a common spa-
tial resolution. The half-power beam widths of the SSM/I
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footprints on the Earth are 56, 44, and 32 km for the 19-, 22-,

and 37-GHz channels, respectively, and the centers of these
footprints are coincident. Hence a 37-GHz observation only
sees 33% of the area sampled by the 19-GHz channel. In or-
der to obtain accurate retrievals, it is necessary that all chan-
nels sec the same ocean area. This is accomplished by aver-

aging the 22- and 37-GHz observations down to the lower
resolution of the 19-GHz channel using the following equa-
tion:

I+1 J+l
Ta_J= Y_ Z wijTA!/ (2)

i=[-lj=J-I

in which Ta_j is antenna temperature (either at 22 or 37 GHz)
at the original resolution and the two subscripts now denote
the along-track scan number and the across-track cell posi-

tion. A set of weights w_j(one set for 22 GHz and another set
for 37 GHz) is found such that the effective antenna pattern

of the averaged Ta matches the 19-GHz antenna pattern. The
weights depend on the across-track cell position because the
relative location of the cells is different at the swath edge as
compared to the swath center. The distance between adjacent

scans and adjacent cells is approximately 25 km, and I find
that it is sufficient to include only the immediately adjacent
cells when doing the average. Hereafter, I drop the overbar
on Ta. anti it is understood that all observations are at a com-

mon spatial resolution.

3. Tn Model Parameters

At Ihc SSM/I microwave frequencies the ocean brightness
temperature Ts depends on the sea-surface temperature and
roughness and on the atmospheric temperature and moisture
content (w_por and cloud water). There is a strong correlation
between the sea-surface roughness (i.e., capillary waves, short
gravity, waves, and foam) and the near-surface wind vector
[Wentz, 1992], and in the Tn model I parameterize the surface
roughness in terms of wind-induced surface emissivity which
is a function of the near-surface wind speed W and direction
0- In the absence of rain the atmospheric transmittance is
translucent at the SSM/I frequencies, ranging from 0.95 in dry
air to 0.5 in moist tropical air. Since the SSM/I sees through
the atmosphere, the total atmospheric absorption and emission
can be accurately modeled in terms of the columnar water va-
por I/and the columnar cloud liquid water L. There is also a

small dependence due to the broadening (or narrowing) of the
22 GHz water vapor line due to changes in the atmospheric
pressure P. Thus the parameters of the TR model are the fol-
lowing: (1) sea surface temperature Ts (kelvins); (2) effec-
tive atmospheric temperature TE (kelvins); (3) near-surface

wind speed W (meters per second); (4) near-surface wind di-
rection _); (5) columnar water vapor V (millimeters); (6)
columnar liquid water L (millimeters); and (7) atmospheric
pressure P (millibars). The wind is referenced to an ane-
roomeler height of 10 rn. The parameters W, V, and L are re-
trieved from the SSMFI observations. The wind direction, in

terms of the line-of-sight wind component W cos _, is also
retrieved, but certain constraints must be applied as discussed
in section 4. The remaining parameters are specified via cli-
matology and statistical relationships. I will now discuss each
of these seven parameters.

The Ts dependence is weak in the 19- to 37-GHz band,
with _T#BTs typically being about 0.3 or less. This depend-
ence is too weak for retrieving Ts but is large enough to pro-

duce significant errors if ignored. For the results shown in

this paper the Shea et al. [1990] climatology is used to specify
Ts on a 2° monthly grid. Anomalies such as the El Nifio-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) can produce a departure of sev-
eral degrees from the climatology, and a better approach
would be to specify Ts using satellite infrared observations or
global circulation models.

The effective air temperature Te corresponds to the average
air temperature in the lower troposphere as defined by (16).
The dependence of TR on TE is proportional to 1 - x, where z
is the atmospheric transmittance. For moist tropical atmos-
pheres, x = 0.5 at 22 GHz, and hence OT#OTE has a maximum
value of about 0.5. Over the oceans the effective temperature

widely varies from about 240 K near the ice edge to 290 K in
the tropics. The analysis of radiosonde observations pre-
sented in section 8 shows that T_ is highly correlated with V

and Ts. I rely on this correlation, given by (17), to specify TE
as a function of (V, Ts). Errors due to the natural variability of
TE about the (V,Ts) regression will be discussed.

Wind speed W is one of the four parameters that will be
retrieved. The dependence of TA on W is largest for h_.=,for
which _Tn/BW = 1 K sm 1. The vt,,,_derivative is considerably
smaller. This polarization signature is the means by which W
is retrieved. The wind direction dependence is only apprecia-
ble at winds above 5 ms _. For Vp,,_,the wind direction signal
varies approximately as cog 0?,where ¢_= 0 corresponds to an

upwind observation. For hr_,_the dominant harmonic is cos
2_. The amplitude of the signal is approximately proportional
to the wind speed and reaches a peak-to-peak value of 5 K or

more at high wind speeds (20 ms't). The bp,,_wind direction
signal has nearly the same spectral and polarization signaturc

as wind speed, and hence it is not separable from wind speed.
Thus it is a source of error. However, the vpo_wind direction

signal is unique and hence can be retrieved. Since the vp,,tde-
pendence is cos _, it is convenient to express this dependence
in terms of the line-of-sight wind component Wts, which
equals W cos d_.

In the absence of rain, water vapor is the dominant signal
at the SSM/I frequencies. Water vapor has a strong spectral
signature due to the absorption line at 22.235 GHz. This
strong spectral dependence makes it relatively easy to retrieve
water vapor. The global variation of V is from 1 to 68 mm,
and at 22V, BTJYV --- 1.5 Kmm _. Cloud liquid water L also

has a strong spectral dependence, increasing approximately as
the square of frequency. This spectral signature, along with a
polarization signature that is different from wind speed, pro-
vides the means to retrieve L. Typical values of L for nonrain

clouds range from 0.05 to 0.20 mm (and greater), and the hp,,
sensitivity at 37 GHz is BTBIYL = 90 Kmm -_. The columnar
vapor and cloud contents are defined by

V = lO-3Ipv(h)dh (3a)

L = 10-3J PL(h)dh (3b)

where the integral is over height h (meters) from the surface
through the troposphere, and the terms Pv and PL are the water
vapor and cloud water densities (grams per cubic meter). The
factor of 10 -J converts from units of grams per square meter
to millimeters.

The remaining parameter is the effective atmospheric pres-
sure of the water vapor column. An increase in the air pres-
sure broadens the water vapor line and thereby increases the
absorption at 19 and 37 GHz and decreases it at 22 GHz. For
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example, for a pressure increase of 10 mbar, the change in the

19-, 22-, and 37-GHz vapor absorption is +0.3%, -0.9%, and

+0.8%, respectively. I express the pressure dependence in

terms of the following effective pressure:

P = 10-3V -15 P(h)pv (h)dh (4)

where the integral is from the surface through the troposphere

and P(h) is the air pressure (millibars) at altitude h. Globally,

the water vapor column height tends to increase with in-

creasing V, and hence P tends to decrease with increasing V.

This global correlation of P versus V is accounted for in the

TA model through the statistical relationship between vapor

absorption and V. However, variations in P from its typical

value for a given V will cause small retrieval errors. Section 8

discusses how variations in P can be detected and how the

retrieval error can be reduced.

4. SSM/I Ocean Retrieval Algorithm

The antenna temperature equation (1) is rewritten by sub-

stituting the TB model function into the right-hand side:

Taw = Gt?v [atv(W, V,L,(p) + Gw, Fro(W, V,L,d_) + Gleo TBC (5)

The model function is expressed in terms of an isotropic

component Fw(W,V,L), p = v or h, and a component that de-

pends on wind direction _.

FIv(W, V,L,d_) = FIv(W, V,L) + z2 bvWcos Cp (6a)

Fm(W,V,L,Cp) = Fm(W,V,L) + _2 bnWcos 2Q (6b)

The isotropic model function is given in section 5. The wind

direction dependence of the model comes from the investiga-

tion done by Wentz [1992]. This investigation showed that

the wind direction signal is approximately proportional to the

wind speed and that the dominant harmonic for vp._ is cos

and for hp,,_ is cos 2¢_. The derivative of TB with respect to a

change in the sea-surface emissivity E (i.e., _Te/OE) is pro-

portional to the square of the transmittance x. The atmos-

pheric effect is x 2 rather than x because variations in the sur-

face emissivity affect both the emitted surface radiation and

the reflected atmospheric radiation. Thus treating the wind

direction signal as a variation to the surface emissivity gives

the factor of x 2 in the above equations. Note that the trans-

mittance I: is an implicit function of V, L, and frequency.

Analyses of SSM/I observations [Wentz, 1992] and aircraft

observations [Yueh et al., 1995] show that the by and bH coef-

ficients do not significantly vary over the 19- to 37-GHz

band. A linear fit to the SSM/I results gives by = 0.12 K sm _

and bn = -0.09 K sm "l. The ho,,i wind direction signal has

nearly the same spectral and polarization signature as wind

speed and hence is not separable from wind speed. Thus I

drop the hp,,_ wind direction signal from the formulation, and

it becomes a source of error. However, the Vp,,_wind direction

signal is unique and hence can be retrieved.

The parameters to be retrieved are W, V, L, and line-of-

sight wind W_ =W cos _. Values for the four unknowns are

found by solving a system of four TA equations for the 19V,

22V, 37V, and 37H (where V is vertical and H is horizontal)

channels. At 19 and 37 GHz there are dual-polarization ob-

servations, and it is convenient (but not necessary) to trans-

form the TA equations into Tn equations. This cannot be done

at 22 GHz because SSM/I does not have a 22 GHz, hp,,_ chan-

nel. Substituting (6) into (5) and doing the linear ira to T,_

transformation gives

2
Tstvv = FIgv(W,V,L) + '1219 bvWcs (7a)

2
TA22v = G22vv [F22v(W, V,L) + '_22 bvW_ ]

+ G22vHF221t(W,V,L) + G22vo Z,qc (7b)

2
TB37v = FjTv(W,V,L)+ _37 bvWcs (7c)

T_37H = F_7H(W, V,L) (7d)

where the observation at 19 and 37 GHz is now in terms of

brightness temperature, which is a linear combination of the

antenna temperatures:

Tnte = gwv TAtV + gte, Tam + gn,o Tnc (8)

The g coefficients come from inverting the matrix of G coef-

ficients in (1), and their values are given by Wentz [1991].

The set of (7a) - (7d) is solved by first eliminating the Wt._

unknown:

TA22V = G22w [F22v(W, V,L) + (x22/x19) 2 ATBv]

+ G22vnF22,(W,V,L) + G22vo TBc (9a)

TB37v = F37v(W, V,L) + ("1737/'1_19) 2 ATBv (9b)

TB37H = F3711(W,V, L) (9c)

where the term ATAv is the 19 GHz vp,,i observation minus the

isotropic model function:

ATBe = Ttjl_t' - FI_e(W, V,L) (10)

where subscript P denotes polarization and equals V (vertical)

or H (horizontal).

The inclusion of the fourth parameter Wc_ introduces the

term ATsv into the retrieval equations. The ATtn, term con-

tains both wind direction information and modeling error.

When the wind is low (< 5 ms-l), the wind direction signal is

weak and the inclusion of ATnv into the retrieval equations

does not help the retrievals. Rather, it introduces additional

noise. Furthermore, in the tropics where the atmospheric ab-

sorption is large, the modeling error increases and the wind

direction signal decreases due to a lower atmospheric trans-

mittance. The four-parameter retrieval can be optimized by

applying a reduction factor y to ATnv that accounts for the

wind-signal to modeling-error ratio. I find that the following
reduction factor works well:

"/ = ),_j_oA(x) (1 la)

x = (W- 3)/5 (1 lb)

where T0 equals 0.5 and 0.9 for 22 and 37 GHz, respectively,

and A(x) is a weighting function that smoothly goes from 0 to

1 as its argument x goes from 0 to 1.

A(x) = 0 x<0 (12a)

A(x) = 3x2-2x 3 0<x<l (12b)

A(x) = 1 x>l (12c)

For winds below 3 ms _, the _/factor eliminates the A_'_v tcm_

from the retrieval equations, thereby avoiding the problem of

unnecessarily introducing additional noise when there is no

need to make the wind direction correction. The x_9 term re-

duces the wind direction correction in the tropics where the
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noiseinATRvis largerdueto the higher amount of water va-

por.

Introducing the y factor in (9) gives

Ta2_v = G22w [F22v(W, V,L) + 0.5 h(x) _2 ATBv]

+ G22vuFun(W,V,L) + G22voTBc (13a)

2
Tn_TV= F37v(W, VL) + 0.9 A(x) _37 AT,_v (13b)

TB._TH= F_TH(W, V,L) (13c)

These three equations are solved by assuming the equations

are stepwise linear in terms of W, V, and L. This iterative

procedure requires a first guess, but it should be emphasized

the final solution is independent of the first guess. The fol-

lowing values for W, V, and L are used for the first guess: 8

ms _, 30 mm, and 0.2 mm. The analytic derivatives 3TB/_W,

_TR/SV, and _Ts/SL are computed at the first-guess values.

The set of equations is then treated as a linear system with

slopes equal to the first guess analytic derivatives, and this set

of equations is solved in the usual way using Cramer's rule.

The solution gives new estimates of W, V, and L. The ana-

lytic derivatives are then recomputed at the new solution

point, and the equations are again solved. This procedure is

continned until the difference between the observation and

the model function is less than 0.1 K for each channel. Typi-

cally, five iterations are required to reach the 0.1-K conver-

gence level. Once W, V, and L are found, the retrieval process

is completed by computing the line-of-sight wind:

WLS = ATevl(bv T,_9 ) (14)

5. lsotropic TB Model Function

The radiative transfer equalion fi_r a nonscattering atmos-

pherc is well known [Wentz, 1983]. The brightness tempera-

ture at the top of the atmosphere as seen by a satellite radi-

ometer is expressed as the sum of upwelling atmospheric ra-

diation, downwelling atmospheric radiation that is reflected

upward by the sea surface, and the direct emission of the sea

surface attenuated by the intervening atmosphere. These three

components can be expressed as follows:

F(W.V,L)=TmI+ z[ETs + (1-E)(_Tn, + "rTBc)] (15)

correlated with the radiosonde columnar water vapor V

(millimeters) and the sea temperature Ts (kelvins) at the ra-

diosonde site. The following least squares regressions are

found:

TD=co+c I V+c2V2 +c3V3 +c4V4+cs(Ts-Tv) (17a)

Tu = To + c_ + c7 V (17b)

Tv = 273.16 + 0.8337 V- 3.029E-5 V 333 V<_48 (18a)

Tv = 301.16 V>48 (lgb)

When evaluating (17a), the expression is linearly extrapolated

when V is greater than 58 mm. The regression coefficicnts

are given in Table 1. Equations (18a) and (18b) are found by

regressing the climatology sea surface temperature at the ra-

diosonde site to V. Thus Tv represents a sea-surface tem-

perature that is typical for water vapor V. The term Ts - Tv in

(17a) accounts for the fact that the effective air temperature is

typically higher (lower) for the case of unusually warm (cold)

water. See section 8 and Figure 2 for further discussion on Tv

and To.

For the nonraining atmosphere the total absorption along

the SSM/I viewing path is the sum of the following three

components: oxygen, water vapor, and liquid cloud water. It

is convenient to normalize the absorption in terms of a verti-

cally integrated quantity father than a viewing path integrated

quantity. In this way the dependence of the absorption on in-

cidence angle 0 is separated. For incidence angles below 60 °

the ratio of the viewing path length through the troposphere to

the height of the troposphere is simply sec 0. I let An, Av, and

AL denote the vertically integrated absorption components due

to oxygen, water vapor, and liquid water, respectively. The

path-integrated absorptions are An, Av, and AL multiplied hy

sec 0. The atmospheric transmittance along the SSMfl view-

ing path is then given by

z = exp[-sec 0 (An + Av + AL)] (19)

In section 8, An and A v are computed from 42,195 radiosonde

flights using the complete integral formulation of the RTE. I

find that An is nearly constant over the globe, with a small de-

pendence on the air temperature. The following expression is

the least squares regression of radiosonde An versus To:

where TRt, and Tso are the upwelling and downwelling atmos-

pheric brightness temperatures and x is the transmittance

through the atmosphere. E is the sea-surface emissivity, and

TRc is the cosmic background radiation temperature equaling

2.7 K. The _ term accounts for the fact that a rough sea sur-

face reflects radiation from directions other than specular as
discussed below.

The upwelling and downwelling brightness temperatures

are expressed in terms of effective air temperatures, Tv and

TI_, defined by

Tu = TBuI(I - _) (16a)

T_ = TsJ(I - "c) (t6b)

T_: and Tt_ are very similar in value, with Tu being a few de-

grees colder. Note that in previous sections I simply used T_

to denote both Tu and TD. In section 8, Tv and To are com-

puted from 42,195 radiosonde flights using the complete inte-

gral formulation of the RTE. I find that Tt, and T_ are highly

Table 1. Model Coefficients for the Atmosphere

Parameter 19 GHz 22 GHz 37 GHz

co, K 240.58E+0 242.04E+0 239.55E+0
cl, K mm q 305.96E-2 297.16E-2 248.15E-2
ca, K turn 2 -764.41E-4 -769.38E--4 --438.59E-4

c3, K mm 3 885.95E-6 931.80E-6 278.7 IE-6
c,_, K mm "4 -40.80E-7 -44.85E-7 -3.23E-7

c5 0.60E+0 0.20E+0 0.60E+0
c_, K -0.16E+0 -0.15E+0 -0.57E+0
c7, K mm a -2.13E-2 -7.51E-2 -2.61E-2

an, K I 1.80E+0 13.01E+0 28.10E+0
avl. LIEBE,mm -J 2.28E--3 6. !6E-3 2.06E-3
avl. SSM/t,mm -t 2.23E-3 6.16E-3 1.85E-3

avz LmBE,mm -2 0.06E-5 1.05E-5 0.49E-5
ava. ssr,tn, mm -2 0.00E-5 0.67E-5 0.17E-5

Subscript LIEBE refers to use of the vapor absorption expression by

Liebe [1985]. See text for details. All numbers reported in exponential
format. For example, read 0.06E-5 as 0.06 x 10"_, equal to 0.0000006.
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Ao = (ao/To) TM (20)

The vapor absorption Av is primarily a function of V. A re-

gression of the radiosonde Av versus V gives the following:

Av = avlV + av2V 2 (21)

The ao and av coefficients are given in Table 1 for three

SSM/I frequencies. Two sets of av coefficients are given.

The first set, denoted by subscript LIEBE, is derived from the

radiosonde data using the vapor absorption expression given

by Liebe [1985]. In section 9 1 find that the Liebe coefficients

produce an erroneous correlation between the cloud water re-

trieval and water vapor, and hence I rederive aw and aw using

collocated SSM/I and radiosonde observations. These re-

derived coefficients, denoted by subscript SSM/I in Table 1,

are used in the retrieval algorithm, and the Liebe values are

given just for comparison.

In the absence of rain the radiative transfer through the

cloud droplets, which are much smaller than the radiation

wavelength, is governed by Rayleigh scattering and the ab-

sorption is proportional to the columnar liquid water content

L (millimeters) Of the cloud [Goldstein, 1951]. There is also a
dependenceon the temperature TL (kelvins) of the water

droplets. At 37 GHz the Rayleigh absorption AL3 7 is given by

AL37 = 0.20811 -- 0.026(Tc - 283)] L (22)

where L is in millimeters. TL is approximated by (Ts + 273)/2,

which is the mean temperature between the surface and the

freezing level. The temperature dependence is nearly the

same at 19 and 22 GHz, and Rayleigh scattering gives the

following expressions for the 19- and 22-GHz cloud absorp-
tion:

ALS9 = 0.2858 A_7 (23a)

Ate2 = 0.3751 A_z (23b)

The wind dependence of the TB model function is implicit

in the emissivity E and the scattering term I2. The emissivity

is given by

E= F_, + Ew (24)

where Eo is the specular emissivity and Ew is the wind-

induced emissivity. The specular emissivity comes from the

Fresnel equation, which is a function of polarization, inci-

dence angle, and the dielectric constant of seawater. In turn,

the dielectric constant is a function of frequency, water tem-

perature, and salinity. At the SSM/I frequencies the salinity

dependence is very small and it is sufficient to use a nominal

value of 35 parts per thousand for seawater. Wentz [ 1992] de-

rived the lollowing regression for the Fresnel emissivity:

Eo = (_j + Elt + t;zt2 + 8.3/3 + E4q + estq + _sq 2 + C7 t2q)/Ts (25)

where q = 0 - 51 ° and t= Ts- 273.16. The above expression
is valid for 0 between 48 ° and 55 °. The c coefficients are

given in Table 2 for the three SSM/I frequencies and two po-

larizations. These c values are the same as derived by Wentz

[1992], except that the hpox values for rq_, e_, and _: have been

slightly modified to remove a positive wind speed bias in cold

water. I find that the cold-water wind bias is removed when

the following offsets are added to _, e_, and ez, respectively:

1.68, -0.2417, and 0.00639. The same offsets are applied to

each frequency. The new values of _, _:_, and _2 are given in

Table 2.

The wind-induced emissivity accounts Ior the change in

the emissivity due to surface roughness. Surface roughness

changes the local incidence angle, rotates the polarization

states, and diffracts the radiation. In addition, sea foam acts

as an impedance match between the air and water. These

processes can be characterized by a two-scale scattering

model [Wentz, 1975], which indicates that the wind-induced

emissivity can be approximated by a monotonic function of

wind speed. I use the following expression for Ew:

Ew = M_W W<_ Wl (26a)

Ew = MjW + 0.5 (M_ - MI)(W- WI)2/(W2 - Ws)

W_ <W < Wz (26b)

Ew = MeW- 0.5 (M2-Mj)(Wz+ Wz) W> _ (26c)

This equation represents two linear segments connected by a

quadratic spline such that the function and its first derivative

in W are continuous. The spline points W_ and 14/2are 7 and

12 ms _, respectively. The slope of the two linear segments

are M_ and Me, respectively. The two-scale scattering model

indicates that M_ and Mz have an incidence angle dependence

and a slight sea surface temperature dependence:

Ms = ms + 13 (0-53) + !a(Ts-288) (27)

Table 2. Model Coefficients for the Sea Surface

Parameter 19V 19H 22V 22H 37V 37H

c,_, K 162.53E+0 83.88E+0 166.99E+0 86.98E+0 186.31E+0 101.42E+0

El -25.70E-2 -52.22E-2 -34.08E-2 -59.52E-2 -56.37E-2 -85.88E-2
c2, K-j 17.29E---3 18.76E-3 17.35E-3 19.38E-3 14.81E-3 20.76E-3
c3, K-z -I 1.77E-5 -9.25E-5 -10.36E-5 -8.99E--5 -2.96E-5 -7.07E-5
_4, K deg -I 21.62E--1 -14.72E-1 21.64E-1 -15.15E--1 21.23E-1 -17.01E-I
c5, deg-J 0.70E-2 0.21E-2 0.75E-2 0.30E-2 I. 17E-2 0.55E-2
c_, K deg -2 0.45E-1 -0.16E-I 0.45E-1 -0.16E-1 0.41E-I -0.19E-1
c7, K-1 deg q 0.14E-4 -I.10E-4 0.02E--4 -1.17E-4 -0.71E-4 -1.27E-4
[3, s m-1 deg -z --0.81E-4 0.81E-4 -0.87E-4 0.87E-4 -1.19E--4 1.05E-4
It, s m-l K -_ 0.41E-5 -0.13E-5 0.54E-5 -0.16E-5 1.25E-5 -0.29E-5
mz, s m-_ 0.46E-3 3.01E-3 0.34E-3 3.20E-3 -0.09E-3 3.91E-3
me, s m-_ 3.78E-3 7.50E-3 3.48E-3 7.39E-3 2.38E-3 7.00E-3

Tn offsets, K 0.78E+0 2.10E+0 0.78E+0 ........... 1.68E+0 0.13E+0

V and H refer to verticle and horizontal, respectively. All numbers reported in exponential format. For example, read 0.06E-5
as 0.06 x 10s, equal to 0.0000006.
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where subscript J equals 1 or 2. The mr, m:, 13,and Ix coeffi-
cients are given in Table 2 for the three SSM/I frequencies
and two polarizations. The values of 13and la are theoretically
derived from the two-scale scattering model in which the sea

surface is represented as a collection of tilted facets, with
each facet acting like an independent specular surface [Wentz,
1975]. The values for ml and m2 are found from the collo-
cated SSM/I and buoy wind observations as discussed in sec-
tion 9.

The primary component of the reflected downwelling ra-
diation is that due to the specular reflection, i.e., radiation

coming from the zenith angle that equals the incidence angle
0. The specular reflection is simply (1 - E) TBD. However,
for a rough sea surface there will be an additional component
of reflected sky radiation due to the tilted surface facets re-
flecting radiation for other parts of the sky into the direction
of SSM/I. Because the downwelling radiation Tm_ increases
as the secant of the zenith angle, the total radiation scattered
from the sea surface is greater than that given by simple
specular reflection. The two-scale scattering computations
indicate that the total scattered radiation can be approximated

by multiplying the specular reflection component by the fol-

lowing factor:

for vp,,1 _ = 1 + 2.5 (_2_ 680.6).C3 (28a)

for hp,,i _ = 1 + 6.1 (o_- 680._)z2 (28b)

where _2 is the sea surface slope variance. The term 0.2 _
680._ reaches a maximum at 0"2= 0.07. For 0.2> 0.07 the term

is held at its maximum value of 0.0467. For moderately high
winds (12 ms "l) and a moist atmosphere (high vapor and/or

heavy clouds), the scattering process increases the reflected
radiation by about 1 K for vp,,_and 5 K for hr,,I. The accuracy
of the above approximation as compared to the theoretical

two-scale computation is about 0.2 K. Note that when the
atmospheric absorption becomes very large (that is, "c is
small), £2 tends to unity because the sky radiation for a com-
pletely opaque atmosphere is isotropic.

In the two-scale scattering model, the slope variance 0.2de-

pends on the observation frequency f, as well as wind speed.
The ocean waves having wavelengths long compared to the
radiation wavelength do not contribute to _. Thus 0.2 in-

creases with f, reaching a maximum value called the optical
limit. The results of Wilheit and Chang [1980] and Wentz

[1983] indicate that the optical limit is reached when f= 37
GHz. I use the Cox and Munk [1954] expression for 0.2at 37
GHz. For 19 and 22 GHz a reduction factor is applied to the

Cox and Munk expression:

0.2 = 5.22E-3 _ W (29)

where _ is the reduction factor that equals 0.688, 0.739, and 1
for 19, 22, and 37 GHz, respectively. Note the Cox and
Munk wind speed was measured at a 12.5-m elevation.
Hence the coefficient of 5.12E-3 in their 0.2expression is in-

creased by 2% to account for my wind being referenced to a
10-m elevation.

The bottom row in Table 2 is a set of five offsets that are

subtracted from the TB observations. These offsets remove
the overall bias between the model TB and the observation.
The offset for 22V is subtracted from the antenna temperature

rather than the brightness temperature. The offsets represent a
combination of instrument and modeling absolute errors.
They are quite small, which indicates SSM/I is a well cali-

brated sensor and the TB model is quite accurate in an abso-
lute sense. In summary, (15) through (29) and the coeffi-
cients in Tables 1 and 2 completely specify the isotropic T_
model as a function of Ts, W, V, and L.

6. Buoy Wind Data Set

The buoy wind data set is obtained from the following
three sources: (1) National Data Buoy Center (NDBC), (2)
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL), and (3)

Japanese Meteorological Association (JMA). All available
buoy reports from these sources are collected for the 4-year
period from 1987 through 1990. NDBC operates about 75
moored buoys and 50 C-man stations located in the northeast
Pacific, in the Gulf of Mexico, in the northwest Atlantic, near
Hawaii, and one off the coast of Peru. Of these I select the 42
stations that are at least 30 km from the coast. PMEL distrib-

utes the Tropical Ocean - Global Atmosphere - Tropical At-
mosphere Ocean (TOGA-TAO) buoy data, which is a network
of moored buoys in the equatorial Pacific. For the 1987-1990
period there are 20 TOGA-TAO mooring sites. JMA operates
four buoys that are off the coast of Japan. This gives a total
of 66 sites, which are shown in Figure 1.

The sampling time and interval is different for the various
buoy data sets. In general, the NDBC moored buoys are sam-
pled for 8.5 min at 1-hour intervals, and the NDBC C-man
anemometers are sampled for 2 min at I-hour intervals. The
TOGA-TAO buoys take continuous measurements and report
the averaged wind at various intervals (1, 2, 6, and 24 hours),
depending on the buoy electronics. The JMA buoys sample
for 10 min at 3-hour intervals.

For each buoy location a collocation program finds all
SSM/I overpasses for which any portion of the swath is
within 30 km of the buoy. A time interpolation is then done
to specify the buoy wind speed WA at the time of the SSM/I
overpass. In order to accommodate the various sampling
times and intervals, the following triangular weighting

method is used:

N

W B = I=1 N

I=I

only for [tSSM!-tBl [<-P (30)

where Wm is the Ith buoy wind taken at time tsl, tssm is the
SSM/I overpass time, and P is the time interval between the
buoy measurements. The summation is over all buoy obser-
vations that are within P hours of the SSM/I time. In this way
the time window for the SSM/I-buoy collocation increases

with the sampling time interval. However if the interval is
less than 3 hours, which is the case for the NDBC buoys, then
P is set to 3. Thus the minimum time window for the collo-
cation is :h3 hours, and the maximum time window is +24

hours for the PMEL daily averages. When the sampling inter-
val is > 3 hours, (30) is equivalent to a linear interpolation in
time using the two buoy winds that bracket the SSM/I over-

pass time. For shorter sampling periods, (30) gives the aver-
age of the buoy winds within a +_3.0-hour window, weighted
according to the SSM/I-buoy time difference. This triangular

weighting results in the rms value of tssm - tst having a typi-
cal value of one hour, which is commensurate with the 30-kin

spatial window.
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Figure 1. Locations of the buoys (crosses) and radiosonde sites (circles) used for calibrating the special

sensor microwave/imager brightness temperature model and algorithm.

The buoy observations are subjected to the usual set of

quality control procedures, including checks for missing data,

blank fields, and out-of-bounds data. In addition, if within

the specified time window the winds vary by more than 10

ms _, then the SSM/I overpass is discarded because there is

probably too much variation in the wind field for an accurate

satellite versus in situ comparison.

The anemometer heights H for the buoys vary. The NDBC

moored buoys, in general, have H equaling 5 or 10 m, but

some of the C-man stations have anemometers as high as 60

m. The PMEL anemometers are all at 3.8 m above the sea

surface, and the JMA anemometers are all at 7.5 m. All buoy

winds are normalized to an equivalent anemometer height of

10 m assuming a logarithmic wind profile.

WB. lore = [In(10/zo)/ln(H/zo)] Ws.n (31 )

where zc_ is the surface roughness length, which equals 1.52E-

4 in assuming a drag coefficient of 1.3E-3 [Peixoto and Oort,

1992].

7. Radiosonde Data Set

The radiosonde observations (RAOB) for the 1987 through

1990 period are obtained from the National Center for At-

mospheric Research (NCAR). Since the accuracy of the

SSM/I retrievals degrade when land is nearby, I select only

those radiosonde sites that are on weather ships or on small

islands. Figure 1 shows the location of the 55 selected sites.

For each RAOB site a collocation program finds all SSM/I

overpasses for which any portion of the swath is within 60 km

of the site. Most radiosonde soundings are flown at 0 UT and

1200 UT, and imposing too small of an SSM/I-RAOB time

window would eliminate many sites. For example, using a 1-

hour time window would select only those sites with longi-

tudes near 90°E and 90°W since the F08 SSM/I has an as-

cending node time of 0600 LT. Thus I decided to use a 6-

hour time window so that all sites are included. I consider that

it is more important to have a global distribution of RAOB

sites than near-simultaneous observations from a few sites.

When more than one RAOB observation is within +6 hours of

the SSM/I overpass time, I simply take the RAOB observation

that is closest in time rather than averaging or interpolating

the observations.

An objective quality control (Q/C) procedure is used to

discard incomplete and anomalous soundings. Each radios-

onde sounding consists of a number of levels, with each level

containing a measurement of pressure, temperature, and dew

point depression. If any of these three measurements is

missing, the level is discarded. I define the tropospheric

RAOB levels as those levels for which the pressure is greater

than 180 mbar. A cutoff value of 180 mbar is used so as to

include the mandatory 200-mbar level. The first step in the

Q/C is to discard the sounding if the measurements for any

tropospheric level are outside reasonable physical bounds.

Out-of-bounds measurements occur for only 0.3% of the

soundings.

The next Q/C step is to verify that the sounding contains a

valid surface level reading, which is a very important level

since much of the water vapor is near the surface. The RAOB

data set contains a Q/C flag that identifies the surface level

and indicates if it agrees with the surface report. I discard all

soundings that do not have a good quality surface level. This

eliminates about 8% of the total soundings. Of the remaining

soundings I discard an additional 1% that have an anoma-

lously low surface pressure that is 30 mbar below the annual

average for each site.

The Q/C procedure also discards soundings that do not

adequately sample the water vapor profile. I require that there

be at least seven tropospheric levels and that the altitude gap

between adjacent levels is always less than 3 kin. Further-

more, I require that the highest tropospheric level has an air

pressure less than 520 mbar and a water vapor pressure less

than 0.5 mbar. About 10% of the soundings are eliminated

on the basis of these criteria. The Q/C procedure also dis-
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cards soundings that display large spikes in the temperature or

water vapor pressure profiles. If temperature spikes greater

lhan 6 K or vapor pressure spikes greater than 7 mbar occur,

the profile is discarded. Although these spikes may be real, it

is still best to exclude these soundings because the water va-

por profile is probably not adequately sampled to obtain an

accurate columnar vapor content. About 2% of the soundings

are excluded because of large spikes in the profiles.

Those soundings passing the Q/C tests are then extrapo-

lated from the elevation of the radiosonde station down to the

sea surface. The sea-surface air pressure and vapor pressure

are found by assuming they vary exponentially with height,

and the sea-surface air temperature is found by assuming it

varies linearly with height. The assumed exponential decay

rate for vapor pressure is -0.63 km -t, and the assumed air

temperature lapse rate is -5.8 KkmL These two values are

the global average values for all of the soundings. Since all

but three radiosonde stations are at an elevation less that 100

m. the extrapolation down to the sea surface is a small cor-

rection that adds about 3% to the total columnar water vapor.

Another small correction is done to account for the water

vapor above the tropospheric levels. For the sounding levels

in the stratosphere, I do not use the RAOB water vapor meas-

urements because they are not reliable. Instead, I simply as-

sume an exponential decay rate of -0.63 km -l and extrapolate

up from the highest tropospheric level. This upward ex-

trapolation extends to 50 km and typically adds only about

0.2% to the columnar vapor content.

The columnar water vapor V (millimeters) is found by ver-

tically integrating the water vapor profile using the following

expression:

computed from the standard radiative transfer equations

[Wentz, 1983]:

H

TBU = S[ao(h)+o_e(h)] T(h) "_(h,n) sec0 dh (33)

o

H

TBD = S[e_o(h)+_v(h)] T(h) x(O,h) sec0 dh (34)

o

7: = z(0, H) (35)

"c(hl,h2) = exp - [O(o(h)+o_g(h)] sec0 dh (36)

L h_

The integrals in the above equations are from the sea surface

(h = 0) up to an altitude of H; 50 kin, above which the

atmospheric absorption is negligible. T(h) is the air

temperature, and ao(h) and _v(h) are the absorption

coefficients for oxygen and water vapor. The function

"r(h_,h2) gives the transmittance between altitudes ht and h2.

At the SSM/I incidence angle 0, Earth curvature effects are

negligible and the differential slant path is simply given by

sec 0 dh. The absorption coefficients are computed from the

RAOB measurements of pressure, temperature, and dew point

depression using expressions given by Liebe [1985].

, + 2,oIV = 10- ,_, (hi+ 1 -hl)(¼PV,l +_'Pv,/+I PV,l+l ) _ 2601-
/=o

(32) _ 250

rr 240[in which 9vj is the water vapor density (grams per cubic me- =m

ter) for the lth level and hz is the altitude (meters) of the Ith _ 290
level. Level 0 is sea level and level N is the last level at 50 _-

kin. To specify the vapor density Pv, I use the expression _ 280

given by Liebe [1985] that gives Pv as a function of the air c_ 270

and dew point temperatures. The altitude h is found from the _ 260
standard hydrostatic equations that give geopotential height as N 250
an integral of pressure and temperature [Peixoto and Oort, ._

1992]. The scaling factor of 10 -3 converts from units of _. 240

grams per square meter to millimeters. Equation (32) is a E

compromise between assuming Pv varies linearly with h and

pv varies exponentially with h between levels. For the case in

which the relative humidity varies linearly with h, the accu- >_

racy of (32) is about 0.1%.
lg:
i11

8. Atmospheric Coefficients and Modeling
Error Derived From RAOB

The RAOB data set is used to produce simulated bright-

ness temperatures. There are two reasons for doing this

simulation. First, I need to derive expressions for the effec-

five air temperature and for the oxygen and water vapor ab-

sorption. Second, I want to perform an error analysis in

which the simulated T_ values serve as input to the retrieval

algorithm. The upwelling and downwelling atmospheric

brightness temperatures and the atmospheric transmittance are

'_ i I i I I

290

280

270

260

250

240

(f 19 GHz

I I I I I t

_i I!!!!_l_il_l.
GHz

I I I I I t

I I I I I 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Columnar Water Vapor (mrn)

Figure 2. The effective air temperature To for

downwelling radiation plotted versus the radiosondc

observation (RAOB) columnar water vapor. The solid
curves are the model value, and the vertical bars are

the + 1 standard deviation of To derived from
radiosondes.

7O
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Table 3. Root-Mean-Square Error Budget for Retrieved Parameters

Retrieval Atmospheric Wind Radiometer Sampling Other Total
Model Direction Noise Mismatch Observed

W, ms t 0.51 0.35 0.53 0.94 0.41 1.31
V, mm 0.81 0.21 0.43 3.68 0.74 3.87
L, mm 0.019 0.004 0.007 0 0.014 0.025
ATsv, K 0.50 0.27 0.42 0 0.56 0.90
ATria, K 0.54 0.20 0.60 0 0.59 1.02

W is near-surface wind speed; V is columnar water vapor; L is columnar cloud
liquid water; and Tar and TnH are vertical and horizontal brightness temperatures,
respectively.

After applying the Q/C procedures discussed in section 7,

there remains 42,195 high-quality radiosonde soundings.

Equations (33) through (36) are used to compute /'Be, TAts,

and 't for this set of soundings. The effective upwelling and

downwelling air temperatures, Tu and TD, are then computed

from (16). Least squares regressions, which are give n by

(17a) an_ (17b), are found that relate the air temperatures Tu
and T_)-to the RAOB columnar water vapor V and the sea-

surface temperature Ts. Figure 2 shows To plotted versus V.

The solid curve is the regression equation (17a), and the verti-

cal lines show the + 1 standard deviation of the RAOB To

values within a 2-mm vapor bin. The corresponding figure

for Tv, which is not shown, looks very similar.

I also compute the vertically integrated absorptions for

oxygen and water vapor for the 42,195 soundings:

H

A o = SOlo(h) dh (37)
o

H

A v = Say(h) dh (38)
o

The least squares regressions (20) and (21) that relate Ao to Tt_

and Av to V are then found. In section 9, I find that the

Liebe[1985] regression for Av produces an erroneous correla-

tion between the cloud water retrieval and water vapor, and

hence the coefficients in the Av regression are rederived so as

to eliminate the cloud-vapor cross talk.

Simulated ocean brightness temperatures are computed

from the equations given in section 5, except that in (15), TBu,

TBo, and "_are calculated from the RAOB profiles using (33),

(34), and (35). A clear sky and a wind speed of 7 m/s are as-

sumed. The simulated Ts values are processed by the retrieval

algorithm described in section 4, and retrieved values of W, V,

L, ATBv, and ATBn are found. Since the simulated TB values

are computed using Liebe's [1985] water vapor absorptions, to

be consistent in the retrieval algorithm, I use the Liebe regres-

sion for Av (i.e., Liebe values of txw and o_v7 in Table 1). The

retrieved values are then compared with their true values to

determine the algorithm performance. This simulation deter-

mines the retrieval error due to variations in the shape of the

atmospheric profiles and due to the approximations inherent

in the regressions for Tv, To, Ao, and Av. The rms values of

the retrieval errors in W, V, L, ATBv and ATAH are given in the

first column of Table 3 for the atmospheric model error. This

table contains the various error sources that contribute to the

overall observed rms variations of W, V, L, ATBv and ATBH as

will be discussed in the following sections.

An analysis reveals that ATtjv and ATBn contain information

on the effective air pressure P of the water vapor column de-

fined by (4). An increase in P broadens the water vapor line

and thereby increases the absorption at 19 and 37 GHz and

decreases it at 22 GHz. For example, a pressure increase of

10 mbar changes the 19-, 22-, and 37-GHz vapor absorptions

by +0.3%, -0.9%, and +0.8%, respectively. Globally, the

water vapor column height tends to increase with increasing

V, and hence P tends to decrease with increasing V. The fol-

lowing simple regression that relates P (mbars) to V

(millimeters) is found:

P= 860- 1.15 V (39)

This global correlation of P and V is absorbed in the regres-

sion (21) of Av versus V. However, variations in P from the

typical value given by (39) are not accounted for in the model,
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Figure 3. The Tn modeling error produced by varia-

tions in air pressure. The model error is indicated by
the residual ATnn, which is plotted versus the product

of the columnar water vapor V times the air pressure
variation. The solid curve comes from theoretical

simulations. The long-dashed and short-dashed
curves show the mean and + 1 standard deviation

envelope, respectively,
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;rod these P variations show up as modeling errors in ATm,

and ATnu. Figure 3 shows ,ST_H plotted versus the product of

AP times I/', where AP is the difference between the effective

pressure for a given RAOB sounding computed from (4) mi-

nus the typical pressure given by (39). The solid line in Figure

3 is the value of ATBu predicted by the simulation. For un-

usually low pressures the true water vapor line is more narrow

than that assumed by tile retrieval algorithm, and hence the

algorithm overcorrects for the vapor absorption at 19 and 37

GHz. This overcorrection shows up as a negative ATtar. The

curve f_w ATm,, which is not shown, is similar to that for ATpH

hut has about half the amplitude. This dependence of AT,_H

on the effective pressure is also apparent in the actual SSM/I

observations. The long-dashed curve in Figure 3 is the re-

trieved value of ATmt coming from the SSM/I observations,
and the short-dashed curves are the + I standard deviation en-

velope of the retrieved zXTRn. The retrieved AT_,q closely fol-

lows the curve predicted by the simulations.

The primary effect of variations in P on the SSM/I retriev-

als is an error in the liquid water L due to overcorrecting or

undercorrecting for the water vapor absorption at 37 GHz.

This error in L can be as large as 0. I mm for extreme case of

VAPv = -4000 mm mbar. To reduce this error, I apply the

following correction to the retrieved value AL37.ret of the 37-

GHz absorption:

AL_,7 ...... = AL_z,,_,,- 0.003 ATAu (40)

The corrected liquid water content is then found from (22).

This correction is applied after the retrieval algorithm is run,

and it reduces the error in L due to P by about a factor of 2.

The errors in vapor and wind due to variations in P are rela-

tively small (0.2 ms _ and 0.4 ram), and no correction is made.

In addition to providing a means to correct L, the information

on P contained in ATntt may have some scientific value. For

example, global monthly averages of ATBH might reveal

anomalies in the shape of the water vapor profile. Research

done by Schulz et al. [1993] also suggests the SSM/I obser-

vations contain useful information on the water vapor profile

shape.

9. Coefficients Derived From Inverse

Modeling

As discussed in section 5, some of the coefficients in the

T_ model are derived from the collocated SSM/I-buoy and

SSM/I-RAOB data sets. This subset of coefficients derived

from SSM/I and in situ comparisons is listed in Table 4. Let

the difference between the SSM/I wind minus the buoy wind

be denoted by AW, and let the difference between the SSM/I

water vapor minus the RAOB water vapor be denoted b v ,3V.

The model coefficients are derived such that the following

sets of conditions are satisfied: (1) The mean value of,SW is

0 over the full range of Ts, W, V, and L. (2) The mean value

of kV is 0 over the full range of Ts, W, V, and L. (3) The

mean vp,,_ residual ATBv is 0 over the full range of Ts, 11,'. V,

and L. (4) The mean hpol residual zXTBH is 0 over the full

range of Ts, W, V, and L. (5) The L = 0 point of liquid waler

histograms is centered on the steep left-hand side of the histo-

gram and does not vary over the full range of Ts, W and V.

There are 19 conditions in all. Sets 1 through 4 each have

four conditions, and set 5 has three conditions. Deriving the

model coefficients in this way is called inverse modeling: the

model derivation is based on the outputs of the model's in-

verse (i.e., the retrieval algorithm).

With respect to sets 1 through 4, the value for Ts comes

from climatology [Shea et at., 1990] and the values for W, 'V

and L come from the SSM/I retrieval algorithm, with the fol-

lowing two exceptions. For set 1, W is the average of the

SSM/I wind and the buoy wind, and for set 2, V is the average

of the SSM/I vapor and the RAOB vapor. By doing this, the

SSM/I and in situ values are given equal weight in determin-

ing the AW versus W and the AV versus V curves.

With respect to the fifth set of conditions, if the true prob-

ability density function (pdf) for L has a maximum at L = 0

and rapidly decays similar to an exponential pdf, then the pdf

for the retrieved L has the properly that its left-hand side half-

power point marks the L = 0 point. This can be shown by

adding Gaussian noise to a random deviate having an expo-

nential pdf. Thus condition 5 requires that the left-hand side

half-power point of the L pdf be at L = 0 for all Ts, IV, and V.

Table 4 shows the principal condition that governs the

derivation of each coefficient. In Table 4 the conditions are

denoted in functional form. For example, the condition ttaat

AW is 0 over the range of Ts is denoted by AW(Ts) = 0, and

the condition that the liquid water histograms are aligned for

all V is denoted by Lo(V) = 0. Two things should be noted.

First, the derivation of a coefficient is affected not only by the

principal condition given in Table 4, but also to a lesser extent

by other conditions as well. Second, there are more condi-

tions to satisfy than coefficients to determine. There are 19

conditions, and each condition represents a requirement of

zero bias over the full range of a geophysical parameter. Thus

the coefficient derivation problem is overdetermined, and a

priori, there is no guarantee that the model will be able to ac-

curately satisfy all conditions.

Before deriving the coefficients, the collocated SSM/I-

buoy and SSM/I-RAOB data sets are subjected to a final

quality control procedure. Observations near land and thc_se

Table 4. Principal Conditions for Deriving Coefficients in TB Model

Coefficient Channel Condition

ctw. Cry2 19 ATpv(V) = 0
Cry:. Cry2 22 AV(V) = 0

Oh,p. Cry2 37 L_( V)=0
mr, m_ 19V ATm.(W) = 0
"h, m2 19H ATn,(W) = 0

m:, mz 22V interpolation between 19V and 37V
nt:. m2 22H interpolation between 19H and 37H
m/. me 37V LdW) = 0
m:, m.,, 37H AW(W) = 0
_, el, ea 19H, 22H, 37H AW(Ts) = 0, AT_H(Ts)=0
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affectedbyrainarediscarded.If thelandcontaminationis
greaterthan0.2K, thentheobservationisdiscarded.Many
observationsarecompletelyfreeof landcontamination,and
theoveralleffectof landshouldbenegligible.Theexclusion
ofnear-landobservationsaffectsourselectionofthecolloca-
tionspatialwindow.Forthebuoys,whicharemostlyinthe
openocean,I useaverytightwindowwitha30-kinradius
aboutthebuoy.FortheRAOBs,whicharemostlyonsmall
islands,Imustusealargerwindowof60-kminordertoavoid
theisland•

Observationsaffectedbyrainarealsoexcluded.Anin-
vestigationof 38northeastPacificstormsystems[Wentz,
1990]indicatedthatwhenL exceeds 0.18 mm, drizzle or light

rain is likely. Thus I use L > 0.18 mm as an indicator of rain.

The wind speed retrieval is particularly sensitive to rain, and

if rain is present in any of the seven 25-kin cells that go into

the Ta average given by (2), then the observation is excluded

from the SSM/l-buoy data set. This excludes about 22% of

the buoy observations• The water vapor retrieval is much

more robust and is not seriously affected by light rain. Thus

for the SSM/I-RAOB data set an observation is excluded only

when L _-20.5 ram. This excludes about 4% of the observa-

tions.

After applying the Q/C procedures and space-time win-

dows discussed in sections 6 and 7 and then excluding the

near-land and rain observations, I obtain a total of 37,650

SSM/I overpasses of buoy sites and 35,108 overpasses of

RAOB sites. For each overpass there are typically four to five

(six to seven) high-quality SSM/I observations within a 30-

(60-) km radius of the buoy (RAOB). This yields a total of

167,264 SSM/I-buoy matchups and 238,627 SSM/I-RAOB

matchups.

The coefficients are then determined by varying their val-

ues until the 19 conditions listed above are generally satisfied.

Previous investigations gave good initial values for the coef-

ficients, and these initial values are adjusted via trial and error

until the conditions are satisfied. In addition to determining

the model coefficients, a set of five TH offsets are found so

that the global mean values for AW, AV, ATBv, AT_n are 0 and

the global cloud histogram is properly positioned at L = 0.

Table 2 gives these offsets for each channel, which are sub-

tracted from the observed TB values, except that the 22V value

is subtracted from the TA observation. The offsets represent a

combination of instrument and modeling absolute errors. The

offsets are quite small (1 to 2 K), which indicates that the

SSM/I and the TH model are well calibrated in an absolute

sense.

The degree to which the model and algorithm satisfies the

19 conditions is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows

the 16 conditions relating to AW, AV, ATBv, and ATtain, which

are plotted versus Ts, W, V, and L. The solid curve is the

mean value, and the dashed curves are the + 1 standard de-

viation envelope. The curves are produced by first binning

the data and then computing the mean and rms statistics for

each bin. An ideal algorithm would produce flat curves along

the zero axes over the entire range of the four parameters•

Deviations from a flat curve are a measure of systematic er-

rors or crosstalk among the retrievals• The total rms varia-

tions for AW, AV, ATnv, and ATeu displayed in Figure 4 are

entered into the rightmost column of Table 3. The systematic

errors in AW, AV, ATBv, and ATen are smaller than the rms er-

rors. By systematic errors, I mean the deviation of the solid

curves in Figure 4 from the zero baseline• The systematic er-

rors in AW, AV, ATl_v, and ATnH are typically 0.3 ms -_, 0.6

ram, 0.3 K, and 0.3 K, respectively. There are a few instances

for which the systematic error is significantly larger than these

values such as the 1.7-mm dip in AV that occurs at V=62 ram.

However, these larger systematic errors occur for bins having

few observations. For example, the bin for the AV dip has

only 1271 observations, whereas the typical bin has about

7000 observations.

The remaining three conditions are shown in Figure 5, in

which the liquid water pdfs are stratified according to Ts, W,

and V. Figure 5 (top) shows six histograms corresponding to

6 different ranges of SST (i.e., 0-5°C, 5-10°C ..... 25-30°C).

Figure 5 (middle and bottom) shows analogous results for

wind and water vapor groupings. The peak of the pdfs is near

L = 0•025 ram, and at L = 0 the pdfs are about half the peak

value. I use the width of this half power point (i.e., 0.025

ram) as an indicator of the rms error in L and this value is en-

tered into Table 3. To specify the systematic error in L, I use

the alignment of the left side of the histograms. This align-
ment is about _+0.005 mm.

With respect to the cloud liquid water accuracy, i am as-

suming that the average temperature TL of the cloud is pre-

cisely known. In the model, TL equals the mean temperature

between the surface and the freezing level. When the actual

cloud temperature differs from Tt., there will be an additional

error in L which can be computed according to (22). For ex-

ample, an error of 4 K in TL results in a 10% error in L.

I compare the water vapor absorption coefficient_ _., and

c_m derived herein with the values derived in section _ using

Liebe's [1985] expression. The two sets of values arc given in

Table 1. At 19 and 22 GHz, nay values agree well with
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Figure 5. Probability density functions (pdfs) for liq-
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cording to sea-surface temperature, wind speed, and
water vapor. Each curve shows the pdf for a particu-
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Licbe's, with the l.icbe values giving an absorption that is a

few percenl higher. However, at 37 GHz the Liebe absorp-

lion is about 20% higher than mine. I did a test case in which

the Liebe values were used in the retrieval algorithm. For this

case the liquid water pdfs shown in Figure 5 for the water va-

por groupings were significantly displaced, indicating an

overcorrection for water vapor at 37 GHz. Most likely, the

water vapor continuum used by Liebe is responsible for this

problem.

To determine the sensitivity of the inverse modeling results

to variations in the in situ data set, I did numerical experi-

ments in which a subset (one half) of the in situ data is used

To determine the model coefficients and the remaining one

half or the data is used to test the algorithm's performance.

For example, I randomly selected data for every other day.

Because the data set is so large, the random division of the

data into two halves has essentially no effect on the value of

the model parameters nor the performance statistics. This ex-

ercise demonstrates that the calibration data set is sufficiently

large so as to ensure a stable derivation.

10. Wind Direction Effects

This section discusses the retrieval of wind direction in-

formation from SSM/I. Figure 6 shows the line-of-sight wind

retrieval WL_ plotted versus the relative wind direction ¢ for

the 37,650 SSM/I overpasses. The angle _ is the SSM/I look

direction minus the buoy wind direction, with ¢=0 corre-

sponding to an upwind observation. The four plots corre-

spond to four different wind speed ranges. The data have

been averaged into dp bins that are 15" in width. The long-

dashed line is the mean value of the retrieved WLs, and the

short-dashed lines are the + 1 standard deviation of the re-

trieved Wt.s. The solid line is Wt.s reported by the buoy, which

simply equals WBuov cos _p. The mean W_ agrees fairly well

with the buoy value, except that the downwind minimum of

the retrieved WLs is more flat than that for a cos ¢ function.

This distortion in the shape of the curve is due to influence of

the hp,_ directional signal on the retrieval. As mentioned

above, the ho,,_ signal is a source of error, and its -cos 2¢ de-

pendence flattens the downwind minimum.

The signal-to-noise ratio (snr) for the Wt_ retrieval is quite

weak. However, if Wu is averaged over sufficiently large

temporal and spatial scales, then the snr is enhanced and use-
ful information can be obtained such as monthly SSM/I wind

vector maps [Wentz, 1992]. Also, SSM/I swath images show

that at high winds the retrieved Wt._ does show the general di-

rection of the wind relative to the SSM/I look direction. Fur-

thermore, if the noise in the Wt.s retrieval is systematic such as

a bias due to a regional water vapor lapse rate, then this noisc

can be measured (and then removed) by averaging ascending

and descending orbits over the region in question. For future

two-look radiometer systems that simultaneously view the

ocean from both the forward and aft directions, the noise in

the wind direction retrieval can be greatly reduced by simply

taking the difference between the forward and aft observa-

tions. By differencing the forward and aft observations, all

modeling errors associated with W, V, and L cancel, and the
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Figure 6. Retrieving the line-of-sight wind WL_ from
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long-dashed curves show the mean value of the WL_
retrievals, and the short-dashed curves show the _+ I

standard deviation of the Wt.s. retrievals. Results for

four different wind speed groups are shown.
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differenceis anaccuratemeasureof thewinddirection
[Wentz, 1992].

An important benefit of including Wcs in the retrieval algo-

rithm is that it reduces the retrieval error in wind speed due to

variability in the wind direction. In Figure 7 the SSM/I minus

buoy wind speed difference AW is plotted versus ¢. The solid

curve is the mean value, and the dashed curves are the + 1

standard deviation. To show the wind direction error more

clearly, I have only included observations for which the wind

is greater than 7.5 ms 4. Figure 7 (top) shows the results for

the algorithm described herein, and Figure 7 (bottom) shows

the results when Wts is left out of the retrieval by setting A(x)

in (13a) - (13c) to 0 for all x. As can be seen, by including

Wa. in the retrieval, the wind error is reduced by a factor of 3.

A small error still remains, reaching a maximum value of -1.0

ms -_ at upwind. When all observations (both low and high

winds) are included in the statistics, the amplitude of the wind

error due to wind direction is about 0.5 ms 1, which corre-

sponds to an rms error of 0.35 ms'. Variations in the wind

direction also produce errors in the other retrievals. Com-

puter sim.ulations indicate the rms errors in V, L, ATBv, and

ATBH due to wind direction are 0.21 mm, 0.004 mm, 0.27 K,

and 0.20 K, respectively. These errors due to wind direction

are entered into Table 3.

11. Error Analysis

In this section I fill in the two remaining entries in the error

budget (i.e., Table 3). These are the error due to radiometer

noise and the error due to the spatial-temporal sampling mis-
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Figure 7. The error in wind speed due to wind direc-

tion variations. (top) Wind speed error versus the
relative wind direction for the retrieval algorithm de-

scribed herein. (bottom) Results when the algorithm

does not include Wt.s. The solid curves are the mean

wind speed error, and the dashed curves are the +_ 1
standard deviation of the error.

match between the SSM/I footprint and the point in situ ob-

servation. With respect to the radiometer noise, the 7_t meas-

urement error for the F08 SSM/I when averaged according to

(2) is 0.4 K for 19 and 22 GHz and 0.2 K for 37 GHz. Table

3 gives the rms retrieval errors that result from just the T._

measurement noise, assuming clear skies and a 7 nls t wind.

Probably, the most difficult error component to determine

is the error due to the spatial-temporal sampling error. The

formulation for estimating this error is derived at the end of

this section, and the results of this analysis are entered into

Table 3. The sampling error is the largest component of the

error budget for W and V. For wind (vapor) the sampling er-

ror accounts for 51% (90%) of the total variance of AW (AV).

There is no sampling error entry in Table 3 for L, AT_v, or

ATB_/because the rms variation for these three parameters is

not determined from in situ comparisons.

The four error components in Table 3 are uncorrelated, and

hence the sum of their variances should equal the total ob-

served variance. These variances are given by squaring the

entries in Table 3. However, I find total observed variance is

slightly greater than the sum of its components. This indi-

cates that there is a residual error yet to be explained. This re-

sidual error is entered into Table 3 under the colunm entitled

"other." Part of this residual error is probably due to the sea-

surface modeling error. The correlation between the rough

surface emissivity and the wind speed is not perfect, and this

will introduce error. Biases in the in situ observations from

one site to another will introduce additional error. In addi-

tion, any error in specifying the sampling error will show up

in the residual error. This is particularly a problem for water

vapor, for which the sampling error dominates the statistics.

I conclude this section by deriving expressions for the spa-

tial-temporal sampling error. To estimate the SSM/I versus

buoy wind sampling error, I assume the wind field has a linear

gradient in space and is advecting in time. 1 let the x axis be

in the direction of the spatial gradient, and I let v be the ve-

locity of the advection. Then the wind at position .r and time t

is

W(x,t)= Wo + g(x-vtcostp) + e (41)

where g is the gradient (meters per second per kilometer) and

tp is the angle of advection relative to the x axes. I assume an

average advection speed of v = 28.8 kmh" (8 ms_). 1 have in-

cluded a random wind component e. When averaged over

spatial scales equal to the SSM/I footprint (i.e., 50 kin), the

mean of e is 0 and its variance, denoted by <e2>, is independ-

ent of position and time. Thus the second term in (41) ac-

counts for variations in the wind field on spatial scales

equaling the SSM/I footprint dimension, and the third term

accounts for wind variation on the smaller spatial scales

within the footprint. I let the buoy observation be at x = 0,

t=0:

W_ = Wo + _. (42)

The SSM/I observation time is t, and the footprint center is at

position x = r cos _ and y = r sin _, where r is the radial dis-

tance from the buoy to the footprint center. Averaging W(x,t)

over the footprint give the SSM/I wind speed:

Ws = Wo + g (r cos _ - v t cos _p) (43)

I now consider an ensemble of SSIVl/I observations over

buoy sites. For this ensemble the distribution of angles _ and

will be fairly uniform over 0 to 2n. I let AW = Ws - WR and
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findtheensembleaverageofA'd,a to be

For the buoy comparisons the spatial window of 30 km and

the triangular time weighting method given by (30) results in

R = 36 km. Thus the spatial-temporal sampling error can be

estimated from (44), if I have values for the gradient g and the

interfootprint spatial variability (_2).

To obtain an estimate of g, I use the wind speed spatial

variability observed by SSM/I. According to (43), the wind

speed difference between two neighboring SSMB footprints is

simply AWs =g r cos _g, where r is now the radial distance

between the footprints. Taking the ensemble average of AWs 2

over many observations separated by a distance r gives

(A_-W_s)= g r/,j-2 (46)

Figure 8 shows the rms value of AWs derived from SSM/I

plotted versus r for three wind speeds. As expected, the spa-

tial variability increases with wind speed, and for the higher

values of r the curves in Figure 8 tend to flatten out as they

approach the decorrelation length for winds on the ocean. As

discussed above, the SSM/I winds contain errors due to the

random radiometer noise and the systematic TB model error.

For nearby cells I expect that the systematic error for the two

cells will be nearly the same and hence will not be a factor in

the wind speed difference. However, the radiometer noise is

uncorrelated and will contribute to the rms wind difference

between cells. Thus, in Figure 8, I have subtracted, in a root-

mean-square sense, the radiometer noise component. I do not
use the 30-kin bin because its value is most sensitive to the
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specification of radiometer noise and the two 50-km observa-

tions overlap and hence are not independent. Rather, I use the

60-km separation distance to specify g. The curve for W = 8

ms I at r = 60 km gives a value of 0.95 ms 4 for the rms wind

difference. Substituting this value in (46) gives a value of

0.022 ms4km 4 forg.

To obtain an estimate for (_:2), I look at the wind speed

temporal variability observed by the buoys. According to

(41), the wind difference between observations for the same

buoy but at different times is

AWB = g v t cos tp + _, - r_ (47)

where t is now the time separation between the buoy observa-

tions and e_ and e, are the random wind components at times 0

and t, respectively. Taking the ensemble average of AWR:

over many observations separated in time by t gives

The rms value of AWB is found from the buoy data set to be

1.17 ms 4 for a t = 1 hour time separation. Assuming v = 28.8

kmh 4 and using the g value found above gives a value of

0.76 ms 4 for (_2)v,. Using (44), I can now estimate the rms

value of the SSM/I minus buoy wind difference due to the

spatial-temporal sampling error. The value is (AW2) '/' -- 0.94

ms 4. These results are very similar to the wind spatial vari-

ability statistics reported by Monaldo [1988].

The sampling error for the RAOB comparisons is calcu-

lated in the same way. For the RAOB comparisons the space-

time window of 60 km and 6 hours results in a value of

R = 122 km. Figure 8 shows the rms vapor difference for

neighboring SSM/I cells plotted versus the separation dis-

tance. For the RAOBs the smallest time interval between

measurements at a given site is 6 hours, and the rms differ-

ence for the 6-hour interval is 4.8 ram. To be consistent with

this time separation of 6 hours, I use the spatial gradient g that

corresponds to a 180-kin separation distance when computing

(C') v' from (48). Then when computing the RAOB-SSM/I

sampling error from (44), I use the spatial gradient that corre-

sponds to the RAOB-SSM/I separation distance of 122 km.

For V = 25 mm, which is the average value for the RAOB

data set, I obtain a value of g = 0.0343 and 0.0301 mrnkm _

for r = 120 and 180 kin, respectively. I find (_2),,_ to be 2.18

mm and the RAOB-SSM/I sampling error to be 3.68 ram.

12. Conclusions

In the absence of rain, the SSM/I TA observations of the

ocean can be modeled to arms accuracy between 0.5 and 1 K.

The model's inverse provides wind, vapor, and cloud water

retrievals with an rms accuracy of 0.9 ms 4, 1.2 ram, and

0.025 mm, respectively. These values are found from Table 3

by excluding the spatial-temporal sampling error, which is not

part of the SSM/I retrieval accuracy. The cloud water accu-

racy assumes that the cloud water temperature is precisely

known. The error in specifying the cloud temperature will

introduce an additional 10% error in the cloud water retrieval.

The spatial resolution for these accuracies is 50 kin. Averag-

ing the observations over larger spatial scales (>I00 kin) re-

moves the radiometer noise component from the error budget

and will improve the rms accuracies by about 20%. As corn-

pared to the rms errors, the systematic errors in the retrievals

are found to be quite small, typically being 0.3 ms 4, 0.6 ram.

and 0.005 mm for W, V, and L, respectively. The one excep-
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tionis tile systematic error in wind speed of -1.0 ms q that oc-

curs tbr observations within +20 ° of upwind.

The algorithm places no restrictions on the retrieval ranges

for W, V, and L, and the retrieved quantities cover the entire

range of natural variability. Out of the 37,650 buoys, only 2

reported winds above 20 ms". This indicates the natural vari-

ability of the wind speed for no-rain areas when averaged

over a 56-km area is 0 to 20 ms t. Higher winds do occur, but

nearly always, some rain is within the 56-km area. The natu-

ral variability of water vapor is from 0 to 70 mm, and the al-

gorithm is capable of doing retrievals over this full range.

The inclusion of the line-of-sight wind W/,s in the retrieval

significantly reduces the error in wind speed due to wind di-

rection variations. The wind error for upwind observations is

reduced from -3.0 to -1.0 ms t. Furthermore, although the

signal-to-noise ratio of W_ is small, there is the potential of

obtaining scientifically useful information on wind direction

from SSM/I for cases of high winds and when doing large-

scale averages.

In addition to providing a very precise estimate of the co-

lumnar water vapor, the SSM/I observations also contain

sonle inl'ormation on the effective pressure of the water vapor

profile. This information may be of some use in specifying

the vertical distribution of water vapor.

These results indicate that the current model is a very accu-

rate representation of the 19- to 37- GHz microwave emission

lronl tile ocean attd intervening nonraiumg atmosphere. The

model accounts for nearly all of the observed variation in the

brightness temperature over the world's oceans. I view the TB

ocean model and associated algorithm as essentially complete

and do not expect any significant future improvements in ei-

ther the model or retrieval accuracies, with two caveats. First,

the inclusion of additional channels such as the SSM/I 85-

GHz channel or the 7- and 10-GHz channels planned for fu-

ture radiometer systems may improve retrieval accuracies.

Second, the current no-rain algorithm needs to be extended to

include rain. The development of an all-weather ocean algo-

rithm for SSM/I is the primary focus of my current research.

Thus far, the algorithm has been used to produce geophysi-

cal products from the F08, FI0, F11, and F13 satellites. In

producing this 10-year data set, I have cross-calibrated the

four SSM/Is. The cross-calibration is done at the Ta level.

The TA values are first normalized to a constant incidence an-

gle of 53.3" and are then collocated and compared. Orbit

crossover points for a 1-year period are used to avoid diurnal

variations. I find that the SSM/Is are very well calibrated, ex-

hibiting satellite-to-satellite Ta differences of the order of 0.5

K. The appropriate Ta offsets are applied to F10, FII, and

FI3 so that the TA values match F08. I estimated that the ac-

curacy of this cross-calibration procedure is about 0.1 K.

Once the Ta offsets are applied, the identical algorithm can be

used to process data from all SSM/Is. The SSM/Is fly in

slightly different orbits, particularly F10. However, the only

effect that the orbit geometry has on the retrieval algorithm is

through the incidence angle, which can vary by _+0.75 ° be-

tween satellites and within an orbit. Since incidence angle is

an input parameter for the Tn model, the retrievals are not af-

fected by incidence angle variations. The 1987-1996 SSM/I

ocean products can be obtained through Remote Sensing

Systems.
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